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Since 1990 the United States Supreme Court has handed down five cases on ERISA 
remedies. While all five cases concerned the issue of subrogation in particular, each case also 
had an impact on the entire area of ERISA remedies. The Montanile case is the most recent 
of the five decisions. It was handed down in 2016.  This article focuses on how the Montanile 
decision has impacted the area of ERISA remedies.

In 2016 the U.S. Supreme Court handed down its opinion in Board of Trustees of the 

National Elevator Industry Health Benefit Plan verses Robert Montanile, 136 S. Ct. 651 
(2016). Robert Montanile was injured in an automobile accident. The Elevator Industry plan 
paid more than $120,000 in medical expenses. Montanile filed suit against the at fault party 
and settled his case for $500,000. 

The Plan sought reimbursement from Montanile’s settlement. Montanile’s attorney refused to 
reimburse the plan and eventually transferred the funds to Montanile. At some time after the 
settlement, Mr. Montanile dissipated the settlement funds. 
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The plan brought suit to recover its 
expenditures and the case wound its way 
up to the United States Supreme Court. 
The United States Supreme Court held 
that, “when an ERISA-plan participant 
wholly dissipates a third-party settlement on 
nontraceable items, the plan fiduciary may 
not bring suit under 502(a)(3) to attach the 
participant’s separate assets.” 

Now, two and a half years post Montanile, it 
seems appropriate to revisit the Montanile 
case and see how it has impacted the 
subrogation and reimbursement industry 
and to take a look at the impact of 
Montanile on Erisa plans in general. 

As part of this review, interviews were 
conducted with four prominent subrogation/
reimbursement recovery attorneys. The 
interviewees were: Daran Kiefer, a former 
President of the National Association of 
Subrogation Professionals, who is with 
Kreiner and Peters, John Kolb from Kolb 
Clare and Arnold, who was the lead 
attorney in the Montanile case, Chris Aguiar 
with the Phia Group, and Bryan Davenport, 
who is with the Law Office of Bryan B. 
Davenport, P.C. 

Each individual responded to the same four 
questions, which are noted below, and their 
answers are synopsized in the following 
paragraphs. 

How did you believe the 
Montanile case would impact 
the subrogation industry?

Given the fact that the Montanile case 
seems to invite plaintiff ’s attorneys to tender 
funds to their clients with the advice to 
spend the money quickly, the initial fear after 
Montanile was that subrogation recoveries 
could become much more difficult to 
obtain. However, all the interviewees agreed 
that the Montanile decision verified what 
subrogation attorneys knew all along and as 
such, the case is not having a large impact on 
recoveries. 

What has your experience 
been after the Montanile 
case relative to the issue 
of attorney’s dissipating 
settlement funds?

The overall consensus was that the 
experience post Montanile has been a 
pleasant surprise. Although each case is 
different, the vast majority of plaintiff ’s 
attorneys have not engaged in the practice 
of dissipating funds but have instead agreed 
to hold funds in a trust while the health 
plan’s interest is resolved. Daran Kiefer 
stated, “My experience has been pretty 
nonexistent, which is kind of surprising. I 
don’t see many lawyers on the plaintiff side 
using it at all.” 

What changes did you make 
to your subrogation practice 
after Montanile?

Taking into consideration that each 
subrogation practice is different, Montanile 
did bring about some adjustments. Chris 
Aguiar stated that the main focus was 
changing plan language. It is important to do 
this so plaintiffs and plans are both clear on 



what needs to happen moving forward with 
a case. 

Kiefer stated, that the changes were highly 
dependent on the two states he works 
primarily with; Ohio and Kentucky. “This 
didn’t change much because of the nature 
of the states I am practicing in.” Davenport 
notes that his firm has increased the 
intensity of following up on cases and his 
firm increased the incidence of seeking 
an agreement from attorneys to hold 
funds in trust pending the outcome of the 
subrogation case. 

How often do plaintiff’s 
attorney’s site the Montanile 
case?

The answer was pretty much unanimous 
across the board.  Kiefer, Kolb, and 
Davenport state that Montanile almost 
never comes up. Due to the fact that, it 
is irrelevant if the funds have not been 
dissipated. Aguiar indicated that in his 

practices, “Montanile comes up about 60 percent of the time, if not more. However, it is 
cited for the wrong proposition.” Overall, it appears most attorneys are not concerned with 
Montanile and don’t make reference to it during the resolution of a subrogation case. 

While the Montanile case has not significantly impacted subrogation/reimbursement 
recoveries, that is not the end of the story relative to its impact on ERISA plans. To assess 
that impact a review was completed of the cases where Federal District and Federal Circuit 
Courts sited Montanile as a significant portion of their decisions. 

There were twenty-four significant citations to Montanile since it was handed down.  The 
following seven decisions are representative of the twenty-four decisions and do offer some 
meaningful guidance for plans moving forward.

Benefits Administrative Committee of the Brush Aftermarket North American Inc. Group 

Pension Plan v. Daniel J. Wencl, U.S.D.C. MN., 2016 WL 8809475.

This is a pension case where the plan overpaid the plan participant, Daniel Wencl. Upon 
discovery of the overpayment, the plan sought an Ex Parte restraining order so that Mr. 
Wencl could not dissipate the funds. 
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The court granted that order because it 
believed that the risk of dissipation of the 
funds would greatly increase if the plan 
participant had notice of the plan’s suit to 
collect the overpaid funds. The ability to 
obtain a restraining order without prior 
notice to a plan participant in possession 
of plan assets is a necessary and useful tool 
for plans to use when plan funds are in the 
control of a plan participant. 

Frank Cognetta v. James Bonavita, 

U.S.D.C., E.D. N.Y. 2018 WL 2744708.

In the Cognetta verses Bonavita case, 
Bonavita was involved in a motor vehicle 
accident. Before the conclusion of suit, or 
the settlement of the case, the plan filed a 
declaratory action to establish a constructive 
trust for the benefit of the plan.  

Bonavita argued that the plan could not seek 
this relief under Erisa because there was 
no fund in existence. The court granted the 
relief sought by the plan and established the 
constructive trust. Filing a declaratory action 
to establish a constructive trust even before 
the settlement funds exist is an effective pre-
emptive remedy to the dissipation of funds 
by a plan participant.

HNI Corporation v. Jordan Hess, U.S.D.C., 
M.D. P.A. 2017 WL 412994.

Jordan Hess was involved in an automobile 
accident. He incurred substantial medical 
expenses. The Plan paid said medical 
expenses and sought reimbursement 
after the case was settled. Hess refused to 
reimburse any expenses the plan had paid.  

HNI Corporation proceeded to sue Hess. 
Not only did they win, but they also were 
awarded attorneys’ fees. It is not common 
for plans to receive attorneys fee awards 
where the plan sues a plan participant.  
However, the possibility that this can happen 
in a subrogation/reimbursement case is a 
useful tool when working with plaintiff ’s 
attorneys in the resolution of a subrogation 
case. 

Carpenter Technology Corporation v. 

Rodger Weida, U.S.D.C., E.D. P.A. 2018 WL 
398297. Rodger Weida was injured in an 
automobile accident. He incurred substantial 
medical expenses which the Carpenter 
Technology plan paid. After his case settled, 
he refused to reimburse the plan. Carpenter 
Technology filed suit for an order imposing a 
constructive trust and an order enjoining the 
defendant from transferring or disposing of 
the settlement funds. 
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By the time that the plan sued, Weida had 
already placed the money in a joint checking 
account with his wife. Since the funds were 
transferred to a joint checking account the 
court held that the funds are no longer just 
Rodger Weida’s money but his wife’s money 
as well. 

As such the funds are no longer specifically 
identifiable, and the plan cannot recover. It is 
extremely important to identify funds early 
and prevent funds that rightly belong to the 
plan from being placed into a joint checking 
account. This is true even if the balance on 
the account clearly appears to contain the 
funds that the plan claims a lien over. Once 
funds are in a jointly titled account they are 
considered dissipated and no recovery is 
possible.

District Photo Inc. v. Dimitri Pyrros, M.D., 
2016 WL 5407869, U.S.D.C., E.D. N.Y. 

In this case, the District Photo Plan overpaid 
a medical provider, Dr. Pyrros, by $315,000. 
District Photo filed suit in order to be 
reimbursed. Unfortunately, Pyrros had 
already dissipated the funds. 

Because the Supreme Court held that a 
plaintiff can “enforce an equitable lien only 
against specifically identified funds that 
remain in the defendant’s possession or 
against traceable items that the defendant 
purchased with the funds,” 

Dr. Dimitri Pyrros was granted summary 
judgment. This case strongly indicates that 
suits against medical providers to recover 
overpaid claims are going to become very 
difficult in the post Montanile era where that 
was not necessarily the case pre Montanile. 

Central States, Southeast and Southwest 

Areas Health and Welfare Fund v. 

American International Group, Inc., 1840 
F.3d448, U.S. Ct. App., Seventh Circuit, 
(2016).

In the Central States versus American 
International Group, Inc., a plan participant 
was injured while playing organized sports. 
The Central States plan paid the injury 
related claims. 

The educational institution where the plan 
participant played sports and was injured 
had a medical claims policy issued by AIG. 
Central States filed suit claiming to be 
secondary to the AIG policy and sought 
reimbursement from AIG. AIG refused to 
reimburse Central States. 

The Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals 
held that Central States sought was not 
equitable because Central States could not 
identify specific funds in the hands of AIG 
that rightfully belonged to Central States. It 
is important to note that Central States did 
have another option. 

Central States could have refused to pay the 
medical claims and then sought declaratory 
relief as to whether its plan was secondary 
to AIG.  Had Central States followed this 
procedure the Court indicated that it had 
the possibility for success even though this 
course of action would have exposed its 
participant to substantial discomfort. 

Michael N. Manuel v. Turner Industries 

Group LLC, U.S.D.C. M.D. L.A., 2017 WL 
4150945.

Michael Manuel received short-term 
disability payments from Prudential. 
Prudential realized that they had overpaid 



Manuel and filed suit to recover their 
overpaid benefits. However, the funds 
had been dissipated and there were no 
traceable or identifiable funds in Manuel’s 
possession. 

Given the results in Montanile, one would 
expect Prudential’s claim to fail. The Court 
distinguished Manuel’s case from Montanile 
because Manuel did not receive funds from 
a third party. The Court then turned to the 
U.S. Supreme Court’s decision in Sereboff 
stating, “The Supreme Court in Sereboff 
rejected the plaintiff ’s argument that the 
fiduciary must be able to identify the assets 
which can be used to satisfy the equitable 
lien by agreement.” 

The court also turns a blind eye to 
dissipation. At least in this district, actions to 

recovery overpaid disability benefits can succeed even though the assets are dissipated 
and untraceable. 

Overall it appears that to date the Montanile case has not significantly altered the 
subrogation recovery world. It does require individuals in the subrogation and recovery 
industry to be more diligent in handling of cases. Fortunately, the post Montanile courts have 
provided some useful tools like Ex-Parte injunctive relief and attorney fee awards to stave off 
or deal with the dissipation potential.  

The real impact of Montanile is in the claims overpayment recovery world.  In this area 
Montanile has substantially limited a plan’s ability to recoup an overpaid or mis-paid claim and 
the courts do not appear prepared to provide relief even though the overpayment or mis-
payment is clearly unjust and provides a windfall of plan assets to an undeserving provider.  
Whether future courts will attempt to remedy this injustice remains to be seen.
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